Moving JSEP Appendix B to BUNDLE
Background

Consensus to move demux algorithm from JSEP to BUNDLE
Algorithm moved to Appendix B, ready for copy and paste
Two proposals for how to write Appendix B
Tons of emails to get to a merged consensus in JSEP

Appendix B is ready to move from JSEP to BUNDLE
Recent minor issue 1: RTCP BYEs

Solution: Delay the removal like RFC 3550

Fixed in JSEP PR
Recent minor issue 2: PT demux limitation

Solution: Make the limitation more explicit that PT can not be used to move a given SSRC to a different m-line

Fixed in JSEP PR
Step 1: Copy Appendix B into BUNDLE draft

We have a PR:
https://github.com/cdh4u/draft-sdp-bundle/pull/29/

We just need to merge it
Step 2: Remove Appendix B from JSEP

We can resolve any further issues in BUNDLE

This step is done
Step 3

There is no step 3